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ABSTRACT

Testing is essential in modern day software development. With traditional development approaches slowly fading
away, software testing has been emerging as the most dominant stage in product development. Test driven development
(TDD) appeared as a light house with emphasis on test-first approach. However, it is slowly transforming to take
the new avatar of Behavior Driven Development (BDD) as a measure to incorporate the touch of artificial intelligence
into product development methodologies. This paper proposes the test life cycle of BDD.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software testing plays a crucial role in ensuring software quality. During the early stages of software
development, requirements or the software product to be developed are prescribed in order to explain the
intended usage for the product. As the system grows, it should confine itself to these requirements. Generating
test cases early helps test engineer to find ambiguities and inconsistencies in the requirements specification
and design documents. This is the very nature of Behavior Driven Development (BDD). The aim is to
reduce the cost of building the software systems as errors are eliminated early during the life cycle. In other
words, every stage thereafter requirements gathering will comply with the theoretical test cases (we name
it so..) generated out of BDD requirements specification. Therefore generation of test cases as early in the
cycle would solve and prevent the software from multiple fractures. Test Driven Development (TDD)
handles the same from a different perspective. TDD insists on test-first approach where before start of
coding, the developers design test cases, called pseudo test cases and then attempts to build the code
around them. The software testing life cycle (STLC) (Figure 1.1) also has to be different than general
STLC.

Behavior Driven Development (BDD) is much better than TDD, in which the objective is not only to
write early test cases but also to emphasize the system behavior in the test cases itself. i.e. a function named
as cust ( ) in TDD test case generated as early in the requirements phase shall be named appropriately as
customer_lookUp ( param

0
, param

1
…param 

n
) in BDD so as to inculcate the very nature of the function

and class objective as tied up with the name of the class or function itself. This practice will avoid regression
errors creeping into the test cases during TDD refactoring. However, the design engineer is yet allowed full
freedom over designing the customer lookup function and the respective classes and their hierarchies and,
but only restricted to those. Therefore BDD helps to implement TDD in a cleaner and bug free manner and
avoids future surprises in the form of refactoring the code. One strong foundation to implement BDD is
generation of automated test cases from use cases because use cases actually carry the essence of customer
requirements from functional perspective.
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The test conditions are generated from business cases translated into design model during TDD, whereas,
in BDD the business cases are observed from behavioral specifications like narrative stories, acceptance
criteria or user scenarios (Figure 1). Therefore the designed test cases are theoretical in nature and have to
be trace run for functional mappings during early iterations of STLC. Later on, as the process pass to the
later stages of product development, the test cases evolve into pseudo test cases and then towards the end
of coding, turn as real test cases.

2. RELATED WORK

The traditional approach model driven development was quite convincing in terms of understanding but
not for practice as it involved manual intervention in especially the key region of translation of requirements.
Models for involving requirements engineer in agile based development [1] have been proposed. Few
works on automation of black box test case generation is attempted upon customer requirements [2], at
times, surpassing use cases [3]. Aspectual use cases are also examined for automated test case generation
[4]. Tool support like Requirements Use Case Tool (RUT) [5] is built to support customer – developer
interactions. Using such tools would reduce [6] testing costs enormously. Behavior trees [7] are also applied
in translation of requirements to use cases. Rule based approaches to observe visible errors from requirement
specifications [8][9] also exist. Construction of requirements specifications from execution patterns could
also be applied for automatic SRS development [10][11]. Classification of requirements as good and bad
[12][13], design classification [14][15] and test inputs [16][17] provide role models for inclusion of AI
techniques [18][19] and derived methodologies into SE practice.

Figure 1: Stages in Software Test Life Cycle in BDD
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In addition, work related to requirements miss-estimation and project completion times [20], [21]
predictive models for determining software quality [22],[23],[24], [25] are also proposed. Canfora [26]
proposes methodologies for identifying work products which could be impacted by change in requirements
or fixing of a critical bug. In particular, the software engineering community has utilized the following
broad disciplines [27] from AI: 1. Search and optimization 2. Fuzzy and probabilistic reasoning 3.
Classification, Clustering, Learning and Prediction

3. MOTIVATION

Automated test case generation from use cases is quite challenging and requires the involvement of artificial
intelligence in various forms. Right from the interpretation of natural language use cases, interpreting the
functional requirements, alternate flows, etc. needs enormous amount of text processing. One should
remember that there is very high human intervention in writing SRS (Software Requirement Specifications)
which encompasses the high level and detailed use cases. BDD focuses on generation of generic pseudo-
test cases out of requirements. To compliment these procedures, we propose methodologies for automated
test case generation from use cases using various artificial intelligence approaches.

Our motivation is to enable BDD developers with the proposed theoretical pseudo test case (we name
it so...) which facilitate the development of pseudo-test cases for TDD. Therefore, utilising machine learning
approaches and Natural Language Processing (NLP) Techniques for automated development of BDD test
cases would serve as a compelling objective for the proposed area of research.

4. PREVIOUS WORK

In this context, we have earlier proposed few approaches [28][29][30][31] to generate test cases from use
cases with the view of application of artificial intelligent techniques to automated generation of theoretical
pseudo test cases. They are: 1. BDD approach to Software development, 2. Interpretation of Business
Cases from SRS, 3.Generation of Theoretical test cases from Use cases, 4.Generation of BDD pseudo Test
cases from Theoretical Test Cases, 5. Machine learning based semi-automated approaches to generate
BDD Real Test Cases from BDD pseudo Test Cases, 6. Pattern based approach to generation of test cases,
7. Generation of unique test case patterns 8. Using Scenario diagrams for Generation of test case patterns,
9. Application of Named Entity Recognition (NER) for identification of Actor names, 10. Use of Maximum
Entropy Model (MEM) Named Entity Recognition (NER) for generation of named entities from use cases,
11.Use case Scenario Matrix Generation using Named Entities, 12. Test Case Generation based on use case
scenario matrix, 13. Coverage Analysis for generated test cases, 14. Automatic depiction of use cases into
UDGs (Use case dependency graphs), 15. Graph based approaches to test case generation using NEs, 16.
Theoretical Verification of Automated test cases and 17. Backward Process: Generation of intermediate
use case elements from automated test cases.

Our earlier attempts have proved that it is possible to incorporate AI techniques to transform TDD into
a working BDD. This paper discusses the generic testing lifecycle of this transformation.

5. PROPOSED WORK: STLC OF BDD

Though the figure 2 is self-explanatory, the interpretation goes as follows. The transformation of TDD is
starting well-ahead right from the stages of requirements engineering. The lifecycle traverses three ideal
stages, requirements, design and implementation (aka coding & testing). With detailed use cases now as
part of software requirement specifications (SRS), almost every business scenario is depicted as use cases.
By interpreting the dependencies between user scenarios, user scenario matrix could easily be constructed.
This facilitates the generation of BDD test cases which are purely written as natural language text segments.
These we refer as TTC or Theoretical test cases. TTC has to go undergo the test of pass/fail criteria with
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respect to stated requirements; if not, there is still enough room for the customer to intervene and explain
their viewpoint. Since the TTCs are in natural language text, involving text mining and machine learning
algorithms are essential to validate any viewpoint at this juncture.

With every fail criteria, TTCs take a new avatar and undergo iterations until they pass convincingly. Gradually
the TTCs would have grown complex and therefore, refactoring the idea may be required as well at this point.
With enough refactoring in place, the TTCs now get shrinked in size but retain the same power effect after
having passed the customer requirements criteria. These reduced TTCs are absorbed into UML diagrams and the
design is said to complete. It is in this design stage that, the BDD process is over and TDD is slowly emerging.
We cannot identify any strong demarcation of the borderline; however, once the design parts are getting confirmed
to be passed to subsequent stages, we say BDD process fades to give way for original TDD.

The implementation stage gets both reduced TTCs and the design diagrams so as to cross-check for any
error. If correspondence is satisfied, next step is to convert the reduced TTC into pseudo test case (or PTC).
PTCs are used for implementation purposes with the same test-first approach and the real TC (Test case)
evolves. This undergoes code refactoring if required in iterations and the final Test case is obtained, and
eventually the coding would have been finished.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper discussed the interesting aspect of testing life cycle of BDD. This is a breakthrough work in the
field of modern software engineering. However, emphasis is only given to text mining aspect of AI.

Figure 2: STLC in BDD – operating view
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Interpretation of UML diagrams and other SRS business diagrams would serve a meaningful role in taking
BDD totally under the control of AI.
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